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Galia Melon & Kiwi Fruit
Served with Fruits of the Forest and Lemon Sorbet

or
Scotch Broth served with Fresh Bread Rolls

Smoked Haddock Wrapped in a Filo Pastry Served on a  
White Wine & Watercress Sauce

Roast Topside of Aberdeen Angus Beef
with Yorkshire Pudding, Gravy & Horseradish Sauce

or
Roast Chicken Breast served with Haggis  

and a Creamy Whisky Sauce
or

Cold Honey Glazed Ham with an Orange & Green Salad
or

Mediterranean Vegetables baked in a Puff Pastry Case

Lemon & Raspberry Tartlet
or

Dairy Ice Cream

The Beginning: The Maid of Glencoul 
ferry boat which had been ordered by 

Sutherland County Council for operation at 
Kylesku was launched after the Highland 
Regional Council came into being in 1975. 
Keith Macfarlane, Director of Roads and 
Transport, started to see the possibility of 
replacing the ferry with a bridge.

In 1978, the Regional Council invited  
Ove Arup and Partners to carry out a 
feasibility study and preliminary cost 
estimates of a fixed crossing. The Council 
also had to examine the availability of a 
100% Crofter Counties Schemes grant for 
the north approach and EEC grants for the 
bridge as well as the revenue savings from 
running a ferry service.

In early 1979, Ove Arup and Partners 
reported their findings to the Council 
who accepted their recommendations 
for a bridge with a curved box girder 
deck sitting on raking leg supports, high 
above water level. The project entered the 
capital programme with the support of 
Councillor Francis Keith who represented 
the North West Sutherland area. Once the 
detailed design was complete, the project 
was subject to competitive tendering, a 
competition won by Morrison. 

The Construction: Others will set out their 
recollection of the whole construction 
project but my key memories include the 
complexity of the construction sequence 

including the tie/strut and the jacking up 
of the central span and the unique three 
dimensional shape of the whole structure. 
All these challenges were overcome by 
the skills and professionalism of all those 
involved in the construction.

The Opening and Onwards: The bridge 
was opened by Her Majesty the Queen 
thirty years ago. There was an aftermath to 
construction in the form of a cost overrun 
of the overall project from £3.5m to £5.3m 
with much heated debate in the Council. 

The Maid of Glencoul was recycled to the 
Corran Ferry in Lochaber. An improvement 
was made to the Kylesku Fishery Pier to help 
the employment of those displaced from 
employment on the ferry. The completed 
project won several awards, the most sig-
nificant being the prestigious Construction 
Award and the Design Commendation from 
the Saltire Society. It was included on an 
illuminated glass panel at the entrance to 
the Institution of Civil Engineers in London.

Conclusion: I have no doubt that residents 
of Sutherland and visitors would not wish to 
return to the limitations of a ferry service. 

Kylesku Bridge is a project in which all those 
involved can be justifiably proud. 

Kylesku Bridge is, by any measure, an iconic structure in a 
striking West Highland landscape. The structure was created 
by many people with a wide variety of skills. In celebrating 
the thirtieth anniversary of its completion, we should perhaps 
remember those who played their part but cannot be with us.

Philip Shimmin
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Cover image: Royal Yacht Britannia at Kylesku on 8th August 1984



After thirty years, there is still so much 
about the project I remember, starting 

with our deliberations when we tendered for 
the job and the celebration the day we won 
it. That celebration in our Office in Inverness 
turned into a significant “headache” as 
we realised the technical and commercial 
challenges in getting the bridge built!!

It is a most elegant structure but the 
difficulty of constructing a bridge 
designed in an iconic architectural style 
in such a spectacular Highland setting 
was enormous – from the challenges 
of the location to the complexity of 
the temporary works and the technical 
innovation associated with so much 
of what was done. Even the difficulty 
associated with pouring the concrete 
given the density of the reinforcing steel 
was a challenge. I think every single one 
of us who were there the day the centre 
span was lifted will recall the sense of 
relief and achievement when it reached 
its position. As with every aspect of the 
job, meticulous planning resulted in a 
successful engineering achievement.

The quality of the team which built Kylesku 
Bridge was as special as the design itself. 
The end result was not the achievement 
of any one individual but the product 
of exceptional teamwork by Highland 
Regional Council, Ove Arup  and Morrison 
Construction supported by some very 
talented specialists. An achievement we 

should all be very proud of. The fact that it 
was a Highland achievement made it all the 
more special for many of us.

Amongst many memories, the day Her 
Majesty the Queen sailed to Kylesku in 
Britannia to open “our” bridge was very 
special indeed. The image of the bridge 
in many advertisements, the spectacular 
photographs and the many awards which 
followed were icing on the cake.  
As with many award winning engineering 
achievements, there were some who 
took exception to the design and on one 
memorable occasion a well known critic 
wondered why it had not been built as a 
stone arch in a traditional style!! I suspect 
that would have created even more 
challenges for the team but one I am 
confident we would have been up to.

I am sure that, as for me, most of us who 
were involved with Kylesku still regard it as 
more than just another project. Trish and 
our children remember the bridge almost 
as well as I do. It is with them I will be on 
holiday when the thirty year celebration 
takes place. We are disappointed we 
cannot be with you all but we will be telling 
our grandchildren all about it and look 
forward to taking them there for a family 
visit some time soon. 

We (Arup) were asked by  
Highland Regional Council to  

review and develop their proposals for 
crossing the deep sea loch at Kylestrome, 
replacing the existing ferry with a bridge 
and eliminating the 110 miles detour 
needed when the ferry service was not 
operating after dark, which comes early 
during the winter. The  dramatic setting 
posed an exciting challenge for the 
designers of the bridge and the  
approach roads. 

Our aim was to preserve the character of 
the landscape and great care was therefore 
taken in fitting the roads to the contours to 
avoid deep cuttings in the main island of 
Gharbh Eilean. This made a curved bridge 
necessary. 

To propose that a bridge should be  
curved in plan was very unusual at the time 
– the perceived wisdom being that bridges 
are straight. The clearance under the 
bridge was set at 24m by the Department 
of Trade. 

As it turned out, this generous headroom 
was useful as it made it possible to use 
inclined V-supports and in so doing 
reduce the spans of the deck, which could 
now be made comparatively shallow. It 
is a hollow box girder made from pre-
stressed concrete and should be practically 
maintenance free in this remote area.

The remote site, severe winters and high 
winds made access and deliveries of 
materials difficult and expensive, which  
meant that building the bridge would  
be challenging. 

Several experienced contractors were 
consulted and their views were taken  
into account – and we “built the bridge  
on paper”.

The very deep sea loch and strong 
tides ruled out supports in the water. 
The spans over land were cast in-situ 
supported on falsework set on the rock, 
but the centre span was precast on a 
temporary jetty on shore, floated out, 
lifted into position and stressed back to 
complete the structure. 

30 years ago, the 8th August 1984,  
the Queen opened the bridge. 

It is a great success. It has dramatically 
changed the lives of the people living 
in the area, received many awards for 
design and construction, been used 
in advertising BMW cars and become 
a tourist attraction, as witnessed by 
the large number of photographs and 
movies uploaded on Flickr and YouTube. 
As someone said: “This is the sort of 
construction that gives concrete a good 
name”. The drive along the winding  
road is attractive and pleasant, and 
drivers and hikers enjoy continuously 
changing views from the curved bridge 
and a closer rapport with the countryside 
than would have been possible on a 
straight bridge. 

As you go through life there are certain milestones which  
stand out as a shining beacon. For a singer it might be that  
hit song which everyone knows you by; for a sportsman it  
might be a world record or gold medal performance.  
For me, Kylesku Bridge is the stand out project of our  
many achievements as a team in Morrison Construction.

Kylesku Bridge is in one of the most remote, dramatic  
and beautiful sites in the British Isles – it is a unique site  
worthy of a unique bridge.

Jorgen Nissen

Sir Fraser Morrison



    Construction starts August 1982

   Queen of Kylesku 
   Plan alignment of Approach Roads and Bridge
   Hand drawn sketches of conceptual design



   Completed model

   Arup inspection of bridge model, London 1981

   Construction concept used 
in the design

   NE foundation 
reinforcement built inside 
cofferdam / permanent 
formwork

   SW crutch falsework being 
checked by Frank Gomez



   Completed SW crutch 
reinforcement

   SE crutch reinforcement 
fixing by JD North’s  
team of fixers

   Crutch reinforcement 
fixing with George  
Whitecross contemplating 
his next move

   Close up of completed crutch reinforcement    Concreted crutch with formwork and  
falsework in place

   SW crutch formwork with 
Willie MacLean checking 
the work



   NW crutch and leg  
falsework

   Polling board forms for 
43° upper leg surface

   Leg falsework erection

   Leg temporary works  
fixings for upper  
horizontal falsework ties 

   Leg reinforcement fixing

   Formwork and  
reinforcement for North 
Landward saddle 



   North Seaward leg and deck falsework

   Erection of falsework for North Seaward legs 

   George Whitecross inside 
reinforcement cage for 
North Seaward saddle

   Reinforcement fixing 
nearing completion for 
North Landward saddle

   Saddle formwork erection



   North Seaward legs falsework

   North Seaward leg  
reinforcement works

   West elevation 



   Aerial view of the works with Maid of Glencoul sailing southwards
   South superstructure and abutment works
   North superstructure: bottom flange and webs concreted

   North legs, deck falsework and tie strut



   North main span cantilever

   Cantilever construction

   North main span cantilever completed

   North main span cantilever



   North cantilever prepared to lift centre section    Connecting lifting tendons to centre section

   Centre section ready for launching out of precast yard 



   Lift off

   Up we go

   Nearly in place

   Local ladies enjoying an uplifting experience



   All ready for Royal 
Opening Day

   Deck edge beams 
under construction

   HM Queen being presented with a Caithness Glass rose bowl by Jimmy Nicolson on behalf of  
the workforce

   HM Queen cutting the tape

   Lift secured and  
ready for in-situ  
stitch to complete  
superstructure



THE FINISHED BRIDGE



Client
Highland Regional Council, 
Department of Roads and 
Transport

Designer
Ove Arup and Partners

   

Main Contractor
Morrison Construction Ltd & 
Lehane MacKenzie and Shand

Dimensions
Overall length between expansion 
joints: 276m

Span lengths of 47m, 50m, 82m, 
50m and 47m

Span from South to North bases: 
132m

Navigation clearance: 24m

Superstructure depth: 4.3m

Overall width of deck: 7.5m

Permanent Works 
Quantities
Rock excavation: 1258m3

Formwork: 14,014m2

Reinforcement: 639 tonnes

Concrete: 3962m3

Prestressing strand: 5192 lin. m

Bearings: 4

Expansion joints: 2

Parapets: 625m

Temporary Works 
Quantities
Excavation for access roads, 
compounds, batching plants, 
workshop areas etc: 5000m3

Rock excavation for foundations; 
1400m3

Concrete: 1200m3

Formwork: 1000m2

Falsework: 520 tonnes

Fabricated steelwork: 310 tonnes

Drawings: 315

Sub-contractors
W Maclean: Joinery

JD (North) Ltd: Steelfixing

Weldex International Off-shore Ltd: 
Steel erection

Losinger Systems Ltd:  
Post tensioning

Aberdeen Scaffolding Ltd: 
Scaffolding

Morrison Engineering: Welding

Grundy Arnott: Aluminium 
parapets

Assynt Engineering:  
Electrical services

Ritchies Equipment Ltd:  
Rock excavation

K Stewart: Earthworks

DGS Films Ltd: Site Photography

Plant Hire
Liebherr Great Britain Ltd:  
Tower cranes and batching plants

James Jack Evanton: mobile cranes

RB Farquhar: Temporary 
accommodation 

Engineering Services and 
Temporary Works Design
Property and Land Surveys Ltd.: 
Site survey and dimensional control

Shand Design Group:  
Pier support system

WH MacKay and Sons Ltd: 
Pier support system detailing

Mabey Bridge Co. Ltd:  
Deck falsework

Jameson MacKay and Partners: 
Tie struts

Tony Gee and Partners: Temporary 
pre-stress Stages 2B and 3

Newton Formwork Design: Stage 2 
B travelling formwork system

Highland Testing Services: 
Concrete mix designs 

Avery Denison Ltd: Concrete 
testing equipment and batch plant 
weigh gear calibration

Materials
Morrison Quarries:  
Sand and aggregates

Blue Circle Cement: OPC and SRC

The Rom River Co:  
Reinforcement and couplers

Rapid Metal Developments Ltd: 
Formwork equipment 

Mabey Bridge Co. Ltd:  
System Falsework

WH MacKay and Sons Ltd: 
Fabricated steelwork for ladder 
frames and tie system

PSC Freyssinet Ltd: Bridge bearings

Maurer (UK) Ltd: Expansion joints

Wild Heerbugg (UK) Ltd:  
Survey equipment

MacKay and MacLeod Engineering 
Ltd: Tie-strut tubes

Losinger Systems Ltd: Tie strut 
tendons and rock anchors

KEY 
DATA

Kylesku Bridge
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